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Gérard Gayot (1941-2009) was a French historian who embodied the best of the tradition of the 
Annales school, while also giving it a new turn. Along with his colleague Jean-Pierre Hirsch, also 
active in the University of Lille, he put an enormous energy and enthusiasm in bridging many gaps: 
between early modern and modern history, as his questions on industrialization and the birth of 
capitalism spanned the whole 1700-1900 period; between the history of firms, of workers, of 
capitalists and that of social movements, technologies and gestures, and cultural attitudes; and 
between French, Belgian, German, Italian and other literatures, especially as the editor, with 
Giovanni Luigi Fontana, of a monumental volume on Wool: products and markets (13th-20th 
century) (2004). His premature death struck the discipline: hence this edited volume, that gathers 
papers by former doctoral students of his and other colleagues for whom he opened new avenues of 
research. 
Sadly enough, Gayot almost never tried to publish in English, and this book was not edited with an 
international audience in mind. However, those among business historians who can read some 
French should not bypass it, as it includes papers that exemplify some of the most interesting 
current tendencies in the discipline and that could easily have made their way into leading 
international journals. At a time when “The Culture of Capitalism” (Richard R. John, Business 
History Review [Spring 2012]) is more and more discussed, research influenced by Gayot should be
read, as its trade mark is to discuss the birth of a capitalist society and of capitalist ways of thinking,
not only that of a capitalist economy, while never neglecting products, machines or the physical 
shapes of factories. 
Readers will regret the lack of a complete list of Gayot’s publications: they are cursorily referred to,
as if everybody perfectly knew them. They will also regret the heterogeneity of the four short 
syntheses provided about the main topics of the book. The opportunity to present Gayot’s work or 
French scholarship to wider audiences, or to situate them in broader currents in the literature, has 
not been seized. However, the value of the book is in its papers, some of which are outstanding – 
while others are content with providing detailed, serious and interesting case studies. 
Guillaume Garner thus discusses the ways in which 18th-century German merchants understood 
“capital” and thought about “regulation”, while Arnaud Bartolomei addresses the eternal question of
the rationality of economic actors. By presenting evidence on reactions of merchants to a local 
economic crisis (did they choose to change their place of activity?), he questions lazy 
representations of merchant strategies and of embeddedness and offers ideas on how to take such 
concepts seriously in historical research. Both papers exemplify a thriving thread in French 
scholarship, also led by Pierre Gervais (Annales HSS, December 2012), that aims at understanding 
representations of profit among early modern merchants and to discuss their transformation into 
capitalists.
A second group of important papers deal with logics of mechanization, avoiding the pitfalls of 
technological determinism as well as neglect of technology. The agency of workers and 
entrepreneurs, both individual and collective, and differences between regions are taken into 
account to produce lively narratives that also remain analytical and provide strong conclusions. 
Authors skilfully found sources that could be used to figure out the elusive reality of workers’ 
gestures and of past cost-benefit calculations. It is the case with Mohamed Kasdi’s study of cotton-
spinning in Lille and François Jarrige’s paper comparing the use of specific shearing tools and 
machines in the European wool industry. In what is perhaps the most impressive paper of the book, 
Nadège Sougy describes the construction of quality in what is too often pictured as the epitome of 
the homogenous good: coal. Mechanization is part of this story, as is female labor, and it is told with
a particularly smart use of photographs, that are reproduced in the book.
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Also among the most noticeable contributions for business historians, Julien Villain provides a case 
study of a very under-researched topic: regional wholesalers in the 18th century and they role as 
intermediaries between international merchants, trade fairs and retailers. Carlo Marco Belfanti 
shows how “made in Italy” in the fashion industry was constructed as referring to the Renaissance. 
Finally, Jean-Luc Mastin, using the case of Roubaix-Tourcoing, gives an excellent discussion of the 
all-too-classical themes of industrial districts and coopetition by putting emphasis on the variety of 
ties between firms, and especially of credit ties. Other interesting papers deal with moving borders 
between commerce and industry, or agriculture and industry. It can only be hoped that these mostly 
French and young researchers will find the international audience that their work deserves and thus 
contribute to maintain and embellish Gayot’s inheritance.
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